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Abstract
Djenane Abd-el-Tif is an example of an Algerian summer residence dating from the Ottoman era. This type of
building is not very well-known and remains marginalized in research that is more interested in the townhouses
of the medina of Algiers. Yet, the gardens, the ingenious irrigation systems, fountains, and other patterns of
Islamic gardens make of these djenane a unique typology worth exploring and preserving. Indeed, Islamic
garden design is an art in itself and any restoration or conservation work should preserve the authenticity of its
characteristics. The djenane Abd-el-Tif was fully restored following the damage caused by the Boumerdès
earthquake in 2003. This led to the discovery of various elements that are particularly informative about its
architecture and composition. It also highlighted the existence of valuable Islamic garden patterns, together
with the djenane�s exceptional flora, which could provide added-value to the tourism potential of such
residences. However, if restoration work has saved the djenane Abd-el-Tif,  its garden with its Islamic design
characteristics is not yet fully investigated nor listed as a cultural heritage. This article presents the djenane as
a cultural heritage and argues that right restoration and reuse could contribute to enhancing knowledge about
Islamic garden design in North Africa.

Keywords: Djenane; islamic garden; Medina of Algiers; reuse.

Introduction

Since Ottoman times [1][2] the medina of

Algiers has seen significant architectural and urban

development due principally to maritime activities

[3]. The wealth created by these activities has not

only been materialized in a multitude of buildings

and landmarks (fondouks, houses, mosques,

palaces, villas, etc.) in the medina, but also in the

construction of graceful, large country homes

known as djenane, located in the fohos on the

outskirts of the medina. These extramural

buildings provided a place for recreation, while

their gardens were a source of produce [4].

Unfortunately, today, these djenane whose

architecture, location and gardens constitute a

rich patrimony have received very little attention,

and therefore little is known about them. This

research highlights their cultural heritage and their

potential contribution to tourism.

The Djenane, Location and Composition

The djenane were located on the outskirts of

the medina of Algiers, in the fohos. At other times

they were also known as Diar el Fahs (Figure 1).

They belonged to Turkish dignitaries, or the

Moorish or Algerian bourgeois [5].

Their owners saw them as a place of refuge

from the summer heat, and they were also known

as summer residences [6]. Located far above sea

level, the air was clean and healthy, and cooled by

sea breezes from the beginning of the summer

months.

Unlike the main townhouses, the gardens of

the djenane included orchards and ornamental

plants. Olive and palm trees mixed with exotic

fragrances and the gardens provided both

recreation and pleasure facilities as well as being a

source of food [7]. Their broad green expanses

were unfenced and simply delineated by hedges of

myrtle, hawthorn, aloe and Barbary figs [8]. The

gardens, vegetable plots, the abundant water and

irrigation systems, fountains, and ornamental

ponds clearly distinguished them from the

townhouses of the medina. Cotereau [9] used a

biological comparison, referring to a branched cell

compared to the contracted cell that was the
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townhouse. The sprawling djenane 

extensive gardens were a demonstra

prestige and wealth of their owne

importance was expressed through the

covered, the footprint of buildings,

composition and sumptuous decoration

Figure 1: Location of djenane in the vast 
of the medina of Algier (sources: i) M. PH
Fah�ç algérois d�antan, Ronéote, Alger, 19

20; and ii) SAIDOUNI N., La vie rurale dans
1791 à 1830. Doctoral thesis, University o

Aix, Marseille I. Faculty of Arts and Hu
1987/1988.)

A Typology of Djenane

Not all djenane are the same [11

typologies can be distinguished:

� Official residences: Official 

were used by the Dey and his entourag

where he could live with his family 

hottest months of summer, while co

carry out official functions. These 

comprise a private area consisting 

courtyards with gardens, orchards, 

trees, flower beds, ponds, and pavilions

official section consisted of a vast bui

large meeting room and reception are

with a guardhouse at the entrance to the

� Private residences: Private 

belonged to rich merchants or wealthy 

These were generally smaller, 

luxurious, buildings with tropical 

including olive and palm trees and m

species. They do not have a large me

and often not even a sqifa (entrance ha

were welcomed at the entrance to t

This type djenane took two forms:

i. The first was the transposit

townhouse to the countryside, with 

detailed differences; larger windows 
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continuing to
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ns. A second,

uilding with a

eas, together
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e residences
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nonetheless

l vegetation

 more exotic

eeting room,

hall) as guests

 the gardens.

sition of the

h just a few

s opening to

the outside, and the absence o

sqifa;

ii. The other consisted o

that were distributed around w

fountains, which created unit

ventilated by numerous window

decorated porticos of ancilla

multiple openings onto the gard

marble fountains.

The Djenane Abd-el-Tif

The djenane Abd-el-Tif fa

category of djenane. Located 

the medina of Algiers, it is

example of the genre. It wa

national historical monument 

(Decree No. 67-281 of 20/12/

architectural interest [12] and

example of the djenane of the 

It should be noted, however, tha

classified.

The djenane Abd-el-Tif is 

the greenest sites of the sout

medina of Algiers, namely the F

Considered to be the better sid

sources and gentle topography, 

as the �green wing� of Algiers

most beautiful, pleasant co

picturesque houses all have a se

The djenane Abd-el-Tif is

one of the oldest djenane in A

document that mentions it date

is believed to have belonged to

owner was Mahmoud Ben Ab

kateb (chancellor) of the Deys

and Hassen Pasha,  who bought i

At that time, the d

consisted of the main house

ancillary building) the riad (a

interior courtyard) and the port

that a much greater area was g

confirming the djenane�s presti

(Figure 2).

In practice, the Djenane 

same composition as a townho

but with differences in:

" Spatial organization: 

integrated into the main house,

the perimeter as both open ont

courtyard.

" The presence of garde

vegetable gardens.

" The abundance of 

ornamental ponds and springs.

" Large spaces.
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llary buildings had
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is a representative
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t in 1922 and 1967
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hat the garden is not
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side, given its water
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sea view.

is considered to be

n Algiers, as the first

tes from 1715 and it

to Ali Agha. The last

bd-el-Tif, the bach

ys, Mustapha Pasha

ht it in 1795.

djenane Abd-el-Tif

se, the douera (an

(a building with an

rtico. Figure 2 shows

 given to the garden,

tige and vast extent

ne Abd-el-Tif has the

house in the medina

 the douera is not

, but remains within

nto the same interior

ens, courtyards and

 water: fountains,
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" Large doors and windo

the garden.

" The diversity of spa
others.

Figure 2. The architecture of the 
(Source: Cabinet d'architecture

technologies de constructionPhoto
(model of the djenane Abd-

Esquer [15] confirms that

the interior of these villas was d

and carved woodwork. The latte

and courtyards, while the exte

villas was more welcoming. As c

isolated and without vis-à-vis, the

a wide view over the garden, 
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 decorated with tiles

ter had bigger rooms

terior of countryside

s country villas were

 the windows offered

n, which became the

principal element of thei

was the main feature o

were organized around it

The Articulation of Bui

One of the origina

djenane is that they est

the mineral and vegetal

the historic buildings, whi

the gardens that envelop

words of Fromentin [16]

the middle of gardens, 

verdant landscape. The

unusual because this b

maintained, and the gar

the various transformatio

the French period.

The historic building

elements of a compositi

their grandeur and beaut

picturesque landscape, o

treasures and discoverie

trees and water 

watercourses around o

flower beds and precise 

balanced and harmonious

References to the Art

The inspiration of 

from the Muslim vision 

God in the Koran. The J

the Encyclopaedia of Isl

pleasures enumerated i

describes the gardens as

with bubbling fountains,

camphor and ginger, cros

wide areas of shade are

rare and mature trees.

fruits in every season and

faithful. Beds of beautiful

divided by freshwater cha

provides a route throug

Each element of the gar

reference to Paradise as 

Based on this de

replicate the pleasures 

creating gardens. These 

by Islamic religious phi

cultural and geographi

during the various 

Mesopotamia, Asia, Nort

take into account the de

arid climate of this par

characterized by the a

following sections.
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heir organization. The garden

of such houses: all spaces

it and oriented towards it.

uilt/ Non-Built Space

inal characteristics of the

stablish a balance between

al. The mineral consists of

hile the vegetal consists of

pe them in greenery. In the

6], these buildings, built in

, are one component of a

he djenane Abd-el-Tif is

balance has always been

arden has survived despite

ions it has undergone since

ings and the garden are two

ition designed to showcase

uty. Their staging creates a

 offering a wealth of hidden

ies. It includes ornamental

features, meandering

ornamental ponds, rich

e alignments that ensure a

us composition.

rt of Islamic Gardens

 the Islamic garden comes

n of Paradise described by

 Janna (Paradise) article in

Islam outlines some of the

in the Koran [17], which

as sublime. They are filled

ns, suffused by an aroma of

ossed by lively rivulets, and

e provided by magnificent,

s. There is a profusion of

and pavilions welcome the

iful and precious plants are

hannels. A tracery of paths

ugh this perfect landscape.

rden represents a symbolic

s described in the Koran.

escription, man tried to

s of paradise on earth by

e Islamic gardens, inspired

hilosophy are enriched by

hical knowledge acquired

 Muslim conquests in

rth Africa, Andalusia, and

demands of the terrain and

rt of the world. They are

aspects described in the
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Organization

According to the Koran, the fait

rewarded by the splendour and abunda

Paradise, therefore the garden is in thi

is organized in a way that corresponds 

a space for relaxation and family wal

reason, gardens were developed on the

division into many, linked, small cou

pavilions that together would provide a

distractions connected by paths and alle

The organization of the garden of 

Abd-el-Tif is based on that of Islamic g

linked to its function as a place of rel

family walks, and not as a place of p

official meetings. It is therefore ar

many dynamic, small spaces. These s

consist of the riad where the ornam

opens onto a green space, the gree

internal courtyard, and the gardens 

away from the main building (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Small areas of the Djenane Abd
for relaxation and strolls (Source: Persona

2012)

Functions

An important characteristic of Isla

is that they cover a limited are

surrounded by walls. The Koran de

garden as an enclosed Paradise, 

righteous live in the greatest abund

reward to the faithful. Faithful M

promised overflowing fountains, bubbl

fruit trees and squabs to rest upon unde

of trees. This notion of an abundant, lus

was important for the Muslim people

found themselves short of water and f

difficult life in the desert. These lush 

not only a place of relaxation, pleasur

being; they are also places for contem

meditation on the power of God, eterni

life cycle of the human being.

Like Islamic gardens, the djenane

is enclosed, which ensures a safe, prot

that constitutes a peaceful retreat

intense heat of city life, daily tas

external world. It is therefore a

relaxation, pleasure and well-being; 

environment suited to family life.
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Planting

The composition of Isla

characterized by rectilinear pl

and in their sub-spaces. Certain 

not only for the shade they pro

known for its great heat), b

symbolic meanings. Evergree

represented the eternity of Go

(such as the oak) represented t

existence (birth, life and death)

human beings, are born, live

earth. The gardens of the d

follow these principles (Figure 5

Figure 5. The symbolic meaning
Djenane Abd-el-Tif: Deciduous tre
cycle of existence(Source: Person

This search for greenery a

admire it led to the architect

residence taking their inspirati

forms in the garden. This p

between the garden and the r

seen, for example, in columns 

trunks of trees, and plant or flo

that allude to the flowers and l

garden (Figure 6).

In a similar vein, all of t

main residence of the djenane

the various green areas surro

(Figure 7).

Figure 6. Continuity between th
residence at the Djenane Abd-e

between the columns of the hous
trees found in the garden(Source:
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main residence of the Djenane A

Personal collectio
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in trees were planted
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use and the trunks of
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reen spaces from the
 Abd-el-Tif(Source:

tion)
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The Use of Water

In the Koran, water is the

purity. It is an important el

people living in harsh desert 

water is a precious commod

survival. The high demand for 

humans and gardens, 

management. Hence the judicio

pipes, ponds, fountains and 

djenane. Its presence in the gard

fertility, wealth and abundance

faithful by God. It is therefore a

and demonstrates the munificenc

God.

Islamic gardens are designe

God�s beauty and aim to maxim

all the senses. They stimulate al

are therefore a model of a se

approach, which takes the follow

" Vision: contrasting col

light and shade, reflections on w

" Smell: the fragrance

aromatic herbs;

" Hearing: the ubiquitous

water, the rustle of leaves and b

" Touch: the cool sea

variety of materials;

" Taste: delicious fruit tre

The inspiration for the dje

Islamic gardens comes from the

Paradise and evokes beliefs rel

and generosity of God and the 

They reflect the promises mad

faithful and in turn, express the

and worship Him. The djena

therefore in the image of Islam

terms of its organization and its 

Water is the soul of the 

present in every part of the dje

represents an element of conti

its surfaces, but especially the 

source in the well and the w

through the ornamental pond 

eventually reaching the fountai

point of the djenane, to ultim

garden via irrigation canals (Fi

the presence of water must no

demands of horticulture and i

respond to aesthetic and acousti

This garden therefore p

that is needed for well-being

shade, the fountain, and greene

space for leisure, rest and plea

summer, it is also a place for 
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provides everything
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Figure 8. The use of water
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The composition, 
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ecological environment. 
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and traditions of Algiers

Furthermore, it is an exa

with an original, rich,

composition and coul

destination in its own r
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of Algiers, through int
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ample of an Islamic garden,

ch, complex and unique
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r and original landmark,

uildings and its garden, and

ublic with a festive and

socialise. However, it is
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in its current configuration,

between its constituent

en and historic buildings)

 achieve this, it is first

 the transformations and

nane Abd-el-Tif.

Uses of the Djenane

ations of the djenane Abd-

ench era, when it served as

of the Foreign Legion who

nvalesce. It was particularly

ue to its elevated, healthy

nery, the proximity of the

the Bois des Arcades. This is
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fate of a great number of other djenane

destroyed and ransacked at the time [1

However, a report prepared in 1

military stated that the djenane coul

150 beds. This number was considered 

hence the decision to build a new build

the main residence, in order to b

accommodate a greater number of cas

Following the departure of the Foreig

Spain, the djenane Abd-el-Tif was re

Compagnie fermière du Jardin d'Essai 

Testing Company], which occupied it

and used it for a permanent ex

agricultural and botanical products

eventually be transformed in 1907, into

des artistes [Artist�s Residence] un

independence [20]. As such, it resembl

Medici in Rome or the Casa de Velázque

which is why the third French National

named it the Villa Médicis algérienne.

The villa served as a home for arti

metropolis who had won the Abd-el-T

welcomed 89 residents who became kno

Abd-El-Tif. Between 1907 and 1961 the

a rate of one to two per year, for a st

two years [21]. The villa provided ar

suitably inspiring and meditative atm

their creative endeavours, which notab

representations of the various are

djenane. This new phenomenon helpe

the word about the originality of the

architecture, and it became much m

known by the public (Figure 9). Furt

encouraged visits by official delega

attended exhibitions of the work of t

artists (such as in 1954 and 1959).

Figure 9: The role of art in the populariz
Djenane Abd-el-Tif (Sources: E. Cazenave.

el-Tif : Un demi-siècle de vie artistique 
1907�1962, Association Abd-el-Tif, Paris, 2

M. Vidal-Bue, Alger et ses peintres (183
Edition Paris-Méditerranée, EDIF 2000, P

2002, p. 47, pp. 207�209)

While this new use helped to p

villa to tourists and contributed to its c

as a historical monument in 1922, t
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and Culture officials. The Mi
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earthquake dealt the death blo

Nevertheless, it was as a result 
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undertaken.
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Figure 12. Architectural elements
the restoration of the Djenane Abd
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